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Static A¿B\0 annihilation process in arbitrary dimension

B. Bonnier*
Centre de Physique The´orique et de Mode´lisation, ESA 5468 du CNRS, Universite´ Bordeaux I, 351 Cours de la Liberation,

33405 Talence Cedex, France
~Received 7 April 1999!

The pair annihilationA1B→0 of static particles distributed at random in ad-dimensional space is studied
in the large time regime for a tunneling law. The consequences of a superposition approximation used to close
the hierarchy of equations describing the process are analytically explored. It is shown that the density and pair
correlations of surviving particles have scaling expressions which display the ordering and clustering effects.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 05.70.Ln
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the static annihilation model~@1# and references
therein!, particles are initially distributed at random, rema
immobile and are removed by a fusion reactionA1A→0,
~type I! or A1B→0 ~type II!, with isotropic reaction rate
w(r ), for any pair of particles separated by distancer. The
rate is usually chosen as a tunneling laww(r )5
w0 exp(2r/r0) @2# or a power-laww(r )5w0r 2d whith d
.1 @3#. In the following, we study the type II model in
d-dimensional space, for a tunneling law and in case of eq
concentration ofA andB particles.

An interesting aspect of these reactions at large time
their tendency to self-organization~see @4# and references
therein!, which is well described in terms of the reactio
radius@5# R(t), defined bytw„R(t)….1. In practice, at time
t, all interactive pairs whose separationr is less thanR(t)
have disappeared, and on the rangeR(t),

'
r ,
'

2R(t) the fluc-
tuations of their number dominate the reaction. To be m
definite, one considers the density of surviving particles a
the two-particle correlation functions. There is only one de
sity r(t) @r(t)5rA for type I andr(t)5rA5rB for type II#,
one correlationX(r ,t)5XAA for type I and two correlations
for type II, X1(r ,t)5XAB andX2(r ,t)5XAA.5XBB . It then
appears that the density vanishes asr(t)5C/Ra(t), where
the exponenta is given bya5d ~type I! or a5d/2 ~type II!
and that the correlations, which are initially normalized
unity, Xi(r ,t50)51, tend towards nontrivial functions.

These results have been firstly derived from heuristic c
siderations@6# or on the basis of numerical evidence@4,7#. In
particular, in the work of Refs.@4,7#, the hierarchical system
@8# which describes the reaction as an infinite set of evo
tion equations for the correlation functions has been inve
gated within a Kirkwood approximation@9#. This approxi-
mation is to express the three-particle correlations in term
the two-particle ones, in such a way that the hierarchical
reduces to a closed system for the density and the t
particle correlation functions, which have been numerica
obtained. A comparison made for various dimensions of th
values with the physical ones, given by a Monte Carlo sim
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lation of the process, indicates that the Kirkwood approxim
tion works extremely well. In one dimension, the Kirkwoo
approximation can be implemented into the annihilation
action through a particular model which can be solved.
that way analytic results have been obtained for the expon
a and the prefactorC of the density for type I@10# and type
II @11# reactions. This model also shows that the asympto
expression of the two-particle correlations is given by a u
versal function of the scaled variablex5r /R(t).

On the other hand, we have recently obtained all th
results, for the type I reaction@12#, from a rigorous resolu-
tion at large time of the hierarchical equations within t
Kirkwood approximation. The derivation is thus more tra
parent than with the model used for the one-dimensional c
and valid in any dimension. We therefore consider in t
work the type II reaction and, with our method of Ref.@12#,
rigorously explore some consequences of the Kirkwood c
sure relation. We are just doing here analytically the analy
numerically performed in Refs.@4,7#.

Our starting point are the evolution equations for the d
sity and for the two-particle correlation functions.When t
three-particle correlation function appearing in these coup
equations is expressed in term of the previous functi
through a Kirkwood superposition approximation, they r
duce to a closed system. Our main result is to show that
density and the correlations have, at large time, scaling
pressions which involve two functionshi(x), wherex is de-
fined asx5r /R(t). In fact, one finds for the density expo
nent a5d/2, for the density factorC5h1 (x5`)5h2 (x
5`) and for the correlationsXi@r 5xR(t),t#5hi(x)/hi(`).
The functionshi(x) are solution of an integral system o
coupled equations explicitly soluble in one dimension, a
we recover some of our previous results , the other ca
being tractable by a numerical iteration. Our plan is the f
lowing.

In Sec. II we recall the derivation of the evolution equ
tions for the density and for the correlations. Using the
perposition approximation we give their leading express
in the large time regime. At this point we introduce the fun
tions g i(r ,t) defined byg i(r ,t)5r(t)Xi(r ,t), since we ob-
serve that the previous system implies simple evolut
equations forg i(r ,t) and that these functions suffice to fi
the density and the correlations through the relationsr(t)
5g1(`,t)5g2(`,t) and Xi(r ,t)5g i(r ,t)/g i(`,t) which
1270 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 61 1271STATIC A1B→0 ANNIHILATION PROCESS IN . . .
follow from the normalization conditionsXi(`,t)51. More-
over, as we show in Sec. III, the solutions of these equati
at large time have the scaling formg i(r ,t)5hi(x)/Ra(t),
provided thathi(x) and a fulfill some conditions that we
investigate in Sec. IV. We summarize our findings in Sec.

II. PAIR CORRELATION EVOLUTION EQUATION

Let nA(r ,t) andnB(r ,t) be the microscopic particle con
centrations ofA andB particles at timet and positionr , r
being here ad-dimensional vector. The ensemble averag
products of these concentrations define the many-center
sities rm,n5^P i 51

i 5mnA(r i ,t)P j 51
j 5nnB(r j ,t)&. In particular

^nA(r ,t)&5^nB(r ,t)&5r(t), r1,15r2(t)X1(ur 12r 2u,t), and
r2 ,05r0,25r2(t)X2(ur 12r 2u,t) where r(t) is the global
density andXi(r ,t) the pair correlation functions normalize
according toXi(r→`,t)51. The A2B symmetry comes
from the initial conditions that we consider, i.e., equal nu
ber of A and B particles. As their positions are chosen
random,Xi(r ,t50)51 for any separationr. In the following
we have also to consider the three-center den
r2,1(r ,r 8,r 9) for a triplet A1A2B ~or B1B2A) wherer is the
distanceA1A2 , r 8 andr 9 being the distancesA1B andA2B,
respectively.

Taking into account the annihilation process one can w
an infinite system of equations@8# coupling the many-cente
densities. For the densityr(t) one finds

2
dr

dt
~ t !5E w~r !r1,1~r ,t !Ddr ~1!

and considering the decays of a set of two particles (A1B)
separated by a distancer one obtains the evolution equatio
of r1,1(r ,t). The pair itself can annihilate with a probabilit
w(r )r1,1(r ,t), or either member of the pair can annihila
with a third particle. The particleA1 annihilates with some
particle B2, which happens with a probability
w(r 8)r2,1(r 9,r ,r 8) where r 8 and r 9 are the distances from
B2 to A1 and toB, respectively. The particleB annihilates
with some particleA2, which happens with a probability
w(r 8)r2,1(r 9,r ,r 8) where r 8 and r 9 are the distances from
A2 to B and toA1, respectively. One gets

2
]r1,1

]t
~r ,t !5w~r !r1,1~r ,t !12E w~r 8!r2,1~r 9,r ,r 8!Ddr 8.

~2!

In this equation one uses the Kirkwood approximation

r2,1~r 9,r ,r 8!5r3~ t !X1~r ,t !X1~r 8,t !X2~r 9,t ! ~3!

and investigates its expression for large values ofr andt. We
thus decompose in Eq.~2! ther 8 integration region into three
subdomainsE1 , E2, andE(r ) that we describe here in th
three dimensional case, its generalization to other dimens
alities being straightforward. LetP1 andP2 be those planes
perpendicular to the lineA1B and containing the pointsA1
and B, respectively. ThenE(r ) denotes the region betwee
P1 andP2 , E1 the half-space bounded byP1 and wherer 8
,r 9, and finally the remaining space isE2, wherer 8.r 9.
First of all, the integration domainE2 can be neglected du
to the exponential decay of the ratew(r 8), r 8 being in E2
s

.

d
n-

-
t

ty

e

n-

greater thanr. On the other hand, in the half-spaceE1 the
distancer 9 is greater thanr and Eq.~3! can be written

r2,1~r 9,r ,r 8!.r3~ t !X1~r ,t !X1~r 8,t !5g1~r ,t !r1,1~r 8,t !,
~4!

where fori 51,2 we defineg i(r ,t) according to

g i~r ,t !5r~ t !Xi~r ,t !. ~5!

Thus

2*E1
r2,1~r 9,r ,r 8!w~r 8!Ddr 8

.g1~r ,t !*r1,1~r 8,t !w~r 8!Ddr 8

which from Eq. ~1! is just 2g1(r ,t)]r(t)/]t. Finally in
E(r ), asr is large, in Eq.~3! the correlationX1(r ,t) is unity
at the leading order and one can use the approximation

r2,1~r 9,r ,r 8!.r3~ t !X1~r 8,t !X2~r 9,t !

5r~ t !g1~r 8,t !g2~r 9,t !.

The evolution equation Eq.~2! then becomes

2
]r1,1

]t
~r ,t !5w~r !r1,1~r ,t !2g1~r ,t !

dr

dt
~ t !1r~ t !I 1~r ,t !,

~6!

where the integralI 1(r ,t) is restricted to regionE(r )

I 1~r ,t !52E
E(r )

w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g2~r 9,t !Ddr 8. ~7!

Expressed in the term ofg1(r ,t), Eq. ~6! has the following
simpler form where the density has been eliminated:

2
]g1

]t
~r ,t !5w~r !g1~r ,t !1I 1~r ,t !. ~8!

We now compute explicitlyI 1(r ,t) for the dimensionsd
51, 2, and 3. In one dimension,E(r ) is the interval@A1B#,
and r 5r 81r 9. This gives a convolution integral

I 1~r ,t !52E
0

r

w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g2~r 2r 8,t !dr8. ~9!

In two dimensions, using the coordinatesA15(0,0), B
5(r ,0), A25(r 8 cosu,r8 sinu) the domain E(r ) is the
strip @2p/2<u<p/2, 0<r 8<r /cosu# and

I 1~r ,t !54E
0

p/2

duE
0

r /cosu

w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g2~r 9,t !r 8dr8

~10!

where

r 95@r 21r 82 22rr 8 cosu#1/2 ~11!

In three dimensions, using the frame whereA15(0,0,0), B
5(0,0,r ), and A25(r 8 sinu cosw,r8 sinu sinw,r8 cosu) the
region E(r ) is given by @0<w<2p, 0<u<p/2, 0<r 8
<r /cosu# and finally
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I 1~r ,t !54pE
0

p/2

sinuduE
0

r /cosu

3w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g2~r 9,t !r 82dr8, ~12!

wherer 9 is again given by Eq.~11!. We thus shall use the
representation

I 1~r ,t !5E
0

p/2

ld~u!duE
0

r /cosu

w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g2~r 9,t !

3r 8~d21!dr8, ~13!

where l152d(u) ~the Dirac function!, l254, l3
54p sinu, andr 9 given by Eq.~11!.

The evolution equation ofg2(r ,t) is given by the evolu-
tion of r2,0(r ,t) which is

2
]r2,0

]t
~r ,t !52E w~r 8!r2,1~r ,r 8,r 9!Ddr 8. ~14!

Applying to this equation the same arguments than pre
ously, one obtains

2
]g2

]t
~r ,t !5I 2~r ,t !, ~15!

where

I 2~r ,t !5E
0

p/2

ld~u!duE
0

r /cosu

w~r 8!g1~r 8,t !g1~r 9,t !

3r 8~d21!dr8. ~16!

Explicit solutions g i(r ,t) of the system of Eqs.~8!–~15!
whereI i(r ,t) has the form given in Eqs.~13!–~16! are stud-
ied in the next section.

III. SCALING FORM OF THE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

The reaction radiusR(t), defined bytw„R(t)…51, i.e.,
R(t)5r 0 log t whenw(r )5e2r /r 0, is such that at large time
no interacting particles survive if their separationr is smaller
than R(t). ~In the following we assume thatr 051.! In this
regime it is thus convenient to use a scaled variablex
5r /R(t) and to see if Eqs.~8!–~15! admit asymptotic solu-
tions of the form

g i~r ,t !5r~ t !Xi~r ,t !5hi~x!/Ra~ t !, ~17!

where, according to previous results, the exponenta is ex-
pected to be equal tod/2. Imposing the conditionXi(r
→`,t)51 in the definition~17! gives the density and th
pair correlation functions in term ofhi(x) according to

r~ t !5 lim
x→`

h1~x!/Ra~ t !5 lim
x→`

h2~x!/Ra~ t !, ~18!

Xi„r 5xR~ t !,t…5hi~x!/h~`!. ~19!

These expressions evidently imply thathi(x) are non-
negative functions with the same asymptotic limith(`).
i-

To studyhi(x), we begin by inserting Eq.~17! into Eq.
~8! and Eq.~15!. Since]x/]t52x/t log t, one easily finds

2
]g i

]t
~r ,t !5x12a

d

dx
„xahi~x!…/tRa~ t !log t. ~20!

To express the integralsI i(r ,t) appearing in Eq.~13! and Eq.
~16! we change the variables according tor 5xR(t), r 8
5yR(t), andr 95zR(t) where from Eq.~11! z is defined by

z5@x21y222xy cosu#1/2. ~21!

Thusg i(r 8,t)g j (r 9,t)5hi(y)hj (z)R22a(t) and the integrals
becomeI i(r ,t)5Rd22a(t)*0

p/2ld(u)duJi(u,x,t) with

Ji~u,x,t !5E
0

x/cosu

t2yh1~y!hk~z!yd21dy, ~22!

where here and in the following the indexk has the value 2
for i 51 and the value 1 fori 52. We have used the relatio
w„yR(t)…5t2y, which also gives w(r )g i(r ,t)
5t2xhi(x)R2a(t). If we multiply both sides of Eqs.~8! and
~15! by tRa(t)log t, we obtain

x12a
d

dx
„xah1~x!…5t12xh1~x!log t

1tRd2a~ t !log tE
0

p/2

ld~u!duJ1~u,x,t !,

~23!

x12a
d

dx
„xah2~x!…5tRd2a~ t !log tE

0

p/2

ld~u!duJ2~u,x,t !.

~24!

The left-hand side of Eq.~23! is time-independent, and thi
has to be the case for each member of the right-hand s
since they are non-negative. The first term implies that

h1~x!50 for 0<x<1. ~25!

For the second term, we have to evaluate the leading ter
large time of the integralJ1(u,x,t). Equation~25! indicates
that the range of they integration in Eq.~22! starts aty51
and that this value dominates the integral due to the fa
t2y. We thus change variables in Eq.~22! and useu defined
by y511u/ log t, in such a way that t2ydy
5e2udu/(t log t). Assuming that in the vicinity ofy51 the
function h1(y) has the behavior

h1~y!'m~y21!b, ~26!

wherem and b are constants to be fixed latter on, one o
tains that at large time

Ji~u,x,t !.mG~11b!hk~@x21122x cosu#1/2!/t log11b t
~27!

Inserting this relation in the right-hand sides of Eq.~23!
~second term! and Eq.~24!, their time independence implie
that

a1b5d. ~28!
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For x.1, we thus obtain the following equation to determi
the functionh1(x):

x12a
d

dx
„xah1~x!…5mG~11b!E

0

p/2

ld~u!h2

3~@11x222x cosu#1/2!du, ~29!

the functionh2(x) being determined forx>0 by Eq. ~24!
which becomes

x12a
d

dx
„xah2~x!…5mG~11b!E

0

p/2

ld~u!h1~@11x2

22x cosu#1/2!du. ~30!

Among the solutions of these equations we have to se
those which have the same asymptotic behaviorh1(`)
5h2(`)5h(`). This constraint determinesm, since equat-
ing the two members of Eq.~29! or Eq. ~30! in the limit x
→`, one obtains ah(`)5mG(11b)h(`)*0

p/2ld(u)du.
These values are

d51, m5a/2G~11b!; d52,
~31!

m5a/2pG~11b!; d53, m5a/4pG~11b!.

Finally, the functionshi(x) are fixed forx.d1i by the sys-
tem

x12a
d

dx
„xahi~x!…5E

0

p/2

md~u!hk~@11x222x cosu#1/2!du,

~32!

with m1(u)5ad(u), m2(u)52a/p, and m3(u)5a sinu.
We study the solutions of these equations in the next sec
but at this stage of our analysis, we have to point out that
exponenta is not yet fixed. This is a major difference wit
the A1A→0 annihilation where imposing scaling implie
a5d.

IV. STUDY OF THE SCALING SOLUTIONS

In one dimension, the defining system is

x12a
d

dx
„xahi~x!…5ahk~x21!,

~33!
h1~x511!5a~x21!b/2G~11b!.

As h1(x) vanishes for 0<x<1, this system withi 52 deter-
minesh2(x) for 0<x<2 according to

h2~x!5C/xa. ~34!

In Eq. ~34! C is a constant which is fixed by the constraint
h1(x511) since with i 51 Eq. ~33! givesah1(x)1xh18(x)
5aC(x21)2a.

At the valuex51 it gives C51/2G(b). More generally
the functionshi(x) can be obtained step by step by integ
tions on intervals of unit length, the integration consta
being fixed by continuity requirements.
ct

n,
e

-
s

It is moreover possible to explicitly solve the syste
through a Laplace transform. Letg6(x)5h2(x)6h1(x)
which from Eq.~33! are solutions of

ag6~x!1xg68 ~x!56ag~x21!. ~35!

For their Laplace transform we chooseG6(p)
5*1

`e2pxg6(x)dx to avoid the singularity atx50. Then

E
1

`

e2pxg6~x21!dx5e2pG6~p!1e2pE
0

1

e2pxCx2adx,

~36!

where we have used that on the range 0<x<1, g6(x)
5h2(x)5Cx2a. In the same way, an integration by par
gives

E
1

`

e2pxg68 ~x!dx5pG6~p!2Ce2p. ~37!

Taking thep derivative of the two members of the prev
ous relation and using Eq.~36! we finally obtain the equa-
tions defining the functionsG6(p):

p
d

dp
G6~p!1~b6ae2p!G6~p!5F6~p!, ~38!

whereF6(p)52Ce2p(16ap2b*0
pe2xx2adx).

It then appears that the solutions can be found by
standard techniques and are

G6~p!5p2bH exp„6aE1~p!…

2G21~b!E
0

p

e2xx2adxJ Y2, ~39!

whereE1(p) is the exponential integral

E1~p!5E
p

`

e2ydy/y.2g2 log p as p→0 ~40!

and g.0.57721 . . . is the Euler constant.The asymptoti
values for x→`, which follow from the usual relation
g6(`)5 lim@pG6(p),p→0#, are

g1~`!5exp~2ag!/2, g2~`!50. ~41!

We have already derived these results, for the casea5b
51/2, in our previous work@11#. In the present approach a
the solutions, which fulfill the relationa1b51 but where
aÞb have to be rejected on physical grounds. In a tr
simulation of the process, as in Refs.@4,7#, some initial con-
ditions are taken into account and lead in any case to a d
nite valuea5d/2. Here, since only asymptotics condition
are used self-consistently we propose to select the phys
solutions by imposing short-range order for the two-parti
correlation functions. A simple constraint is then provided
G2(p50)5*1

`
„h2(x)2h1(x)…dx which is a constant when

the correlations saturate their common limit suffitien
quick, as suggested by the experimental data. Since our
lution behaves asG2(p50).pa2bexp(ag)/2, we obtain the
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wanted resulta5b51/2. The asymptotic valueh(`)5

exp(2g/2)/450.187327 . . . appears then to be quickl
reached:h1(3)50.187; h2(3)50.188.

In higher dimensions, we cannot exactly solve the syst
but we know from our previous work@12# that its solutions
can be found by iteration. Assuminga5b we find a5b
5d/2 and we must recover the density and pair correlat
functions already numerically given in the work of Ref
@4,7#, where the scaling properties are now apparent.

V. CONCLUSION

We recall that the Kirkwood superposition approximati
has been shown to give a precise description of the s
annihilation process. We have shown in this work the p
M

.

,

n

tic
r-

ticular scaling form of the large time limit of the density an
the correlations implied by this assumption. It must
stressed, as it is clear from our derivation, that t
asymptotic regime is independent of the initial density. T
role of the reaction radiusR(t) appears clearly: sinceh1(x)
vanishes forx<1, there are no interactiveAB pairs with a
pair separation smaller thanR(t). Sinceh1(x) is nontrivial
on the range 1<x,

'
3 self-organization effects appear on th

rangeR(t)<r ,
'

3R(t). The correlation function for like par-
ticles is given byh2(x) which decreases strongly fromx
50 where it is singular tox;23 where it reaches its
asymptotic value: this is the clustering effect.

These results thus extend the properties found for theAA
static annihilation in a way generally expected.
t.
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